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Map of the Danube Region
The Danube Region covers regions both from some Member States of the European Union (EU)
(from Germany: Baden-Württemberg and Bayern; Austria, Slovakia, Czech Republic, Hungary,
Slovenia, Croatia, Romania and Bulgaria)1, and some non-EU countries (Serbia, Bosnia-Herzegovina,
Montenegro, Moldova and Ukraine - within that, Odessa, Ivano-Frankivsk, Chernivtsy and
Zakarpatya)2.
1. Graph Territorial coverage of the Danube Region

Source: https://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/archive/cooperation/danube/images/danube_nuts2.png

1
2

For the purposes of this analysis, also called: EU-Danube regions
For the purposes of this analysis, also called: Non-EU Danube regions
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Executive Summary
The paper presents the role of Artificial Intelligence can play in the next 10-15 years in the
development of the Danube Region, with the proper policy support and adequate financial
measures.
Artificial Intelligence (AI) is a pervasive technology, built on a new way of looking at computing.
Classic computing provided an initial dataset, a set of rules and expected a new dataset as an
outcome of the computing exercise. In AI technologies, an initial input and output dataset are
provided and the machine determines the proper algorithms to describe the relationship between
the two datasets - this is the learning phase. Once the algorithm is defined, it can be applied to new
datasets to get the results needed.
Artificial Intelligence is spreading because of three major technological achievements: i.) fast
(parallel) computing technologies, i.)) Big Data availability and iii.) modern sensor technologies. Fast
computing and Big Data add up to new Machine Learning technologies, while modern sensors allow
us to measure even more details about our world than before.
Artificial Intelligence technologies are transforming all walks of life from education, health, public
services, to transport, manufacturing and social media. Although in most areas humankind cannot
rely on Artificial Intelligence only, the inclusion of such technologies are bringing value to the
economy and society.
Policies regarding AI development are also formulating, on the supranational, national but also on
the regional level as well. Policies tackle the legal and ethical aspects and foresee the trend of
development. Nevertheless, as this technology is fast- changing and pervasive, legislation will have to
be formed underway.
The Danube Region is a complex and heterogeneous macro-region, encompassing EU-members,
candidate countries and member countries of the European Neighbourhood Policy. Countries vary
according to size, population, development level and innovativeness and many other factors. But
there are similarities as well.
Very importantly, industry still plays a significant role in their economies. Within that, high-tech
industries are on the rise and manufacturing industries have similar features and focus in many of
the Danube Region countries. A common hardship is the increase in labour shortage, as many of
these countries face lack of workers in several regions. Innovation and automation can handle that to
some extent.
The SME demography of the Region is rather vivid and complex. The biggest challenges of SME
development are access to finance and labour shortage. Local SME development can benefit from
the proximity of large industrial enterprises of the Region and the capacity to take part in supplychains and clusters.
In the AI-related research, development and innovation (R&D&I) Danube countries underperform in
the Horizon 2020 Framework Programme, in terms of their share of population. But there is a
9
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Policy measures and intervention targeting SMEs and AI development can focus at R&D&I and AIapplication. In case of R&D&I, significant EU funds are allocated for the thematic area, but specific
programmes should help to prepare the research and innovation actors of the region to perform
better at the European Research scene and take home a higher share of coordinated research
projects.
In terms of AI application, the focus should be at the uptake of new technologies - regardless of
where those had been invented - and the wider use of AI solutions. True for all technologies that it is
not only the investment in the technology that counts but also the investment into the application of
that technology. AI solutions should be integrated into business and public life with the appropriate
attention given to the specificities of that application, and the appropriate time and training given to
those working and living with those solutions.

10
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1. Introduction
This paper supports the Danube Region Artificial Intelligence Working Group in a.) identifying the
role of technology and Artificial Intelligence in the future of the Danube Region and b.) determining
the potential of public intervention and funds for furthering the spread of AI technologies for the
benefit of SME and economic development of the region.
The paper looks at the key questions and definitions related to Artificial Intelligence technologies,
then provides a concise picture of the main economic trends of the Danube Region, with a special
focus at the role of SMEs and their innovation capacities. The paper identifies those areas where
policy intervention and financial support can provide added value to the economic and
technological trends. The focus is twofold:
a.) it aims to identify those technology areas where the Danube Region’s R&D and innovation
capacities are outstanding, and where technology-oriented, innovative SMEs – collaborating
with research institutions and other actors – can create innovations relevant on the
European and on the global scene.
b.) it aims to identify those application areas where the Danube Region has established its
stakes and support would make the most value added for the economy and the society.
Several industries and application areas are expected to be transformed by AI in the next 1015 years, the key question is which have the highest potential specifically.
Taking into account the timeframe of 2021-2027, the analysis works with a foresight approach,
aiming at identifying those technologies that are emerging now and will be in the focus of
technological innovation 5-10 years from now, and also those technologies that will be on the
mainstream in that time period, penetrating and transforming the economy and the relevant
application areas (transport, health, etc) on a large scale.
The paper does not only analyse the potential of the economic actors but also the potential role the
public sector can play in widespread AI applications of the future.
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2. Definitions and FAQ
2.1. What are pervasive technologies?
Pervasive technologies are those inventions and developments that change completely the way we
think about technology, economy and life. Such technologies were fire, steam, electricity, and emerging in the last half century - ICTs (Information and Communication Technologies). ICTs
themselves have different waves of pervasive elements. In information technologies it were for
example chips, computation, data storage, in communication it was the emergence and widespread
use of various mobile technologies. These technologies transform almost all aspects of our work and
life. 15 years ago e-Business, e-Government and e-Health were emerging, today there is no business,
government or health without the "e-". Artificial Intelligence is expected to be the next wave of
pervasive technologies within ICTs.

2.2. What is Artificial Intelligence (AI)?
According to the definition used by the European Commission, "Artificial intelligence (AI) refers to
systems that display intelligent behaviour by analysing their environment and taking actions – with
some degree of autonomy – to achieve specific goals. AI-based systems can be purely softwarebased, acting in the virtual world (e.g. voice assistants, image analysis software, search engines,
speech and face recognition systems) or AI can be embedded in hardware devices (e.g. advanced
robots, autonomous cars, drones or Internet of Things applications)."(COM(2018) 237)
The definition of OECD is: "The term AI is [...] used when machines perform human-like cognitive
functions such as learning, understanding, reasoning and interacting. For example, machines
understanding human speech, competing in strategic game systems, driving cars autonomously or
interpreting complex data are currently considered to be AI applications." (OECD(2016))
A very helpful explanation on the nature of AI is provided by 2. Graph The difference between
the experts of IPTS JRC, EC3: Artificial Intelligence builds on classical programming and machine
Machine Learning (ML) that represents a paradigmatic shift learning
in computing. "Traditionally, a programmer would write
computer code setting the rules needed to process data
inputs to get an answer as output. In ML, the computer
receives input data as well as the answers expected from
the data, and the ML agent needs to produce the rules (see
Graph 2). These rules can then be applied to new data to
produce original answers. An ML system is trained rather
than explicitly programmed.(Craglia et al (2018))
Source: Craglia et al, 2018, p.20

3

IPTS JRC, EC: Institute for Prospective Technological Studies, Joint Research Centre of the European
Commission
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2.3. What is the timeframe for AI to become part of our life?
Artificial Intelligence is already influencing our days. Use email filters, web search engines, social
media or streaming services, use your smartphone's camera in portrait mode, it is all AI-based.
Intelligent drones, autonomous driving and robotics are also building on AI solutions. AI is more and
more present in household technologies as well. The OECD claims that the time needed for new
solutions to get from the lab to the market shrinked progressively in the last five years, as the
private sector is eager to push new products and services on the market. (OECD 2017, p.5.)
Furthermore, we have to take into account not only the AI solutions currently on the market, but also
the expected trends of technological development and the potential of AI-based products and
services in 2-10 years time.

2.4. What are the key tools, technologies of AI?
Artificial Intelligence is built on various Machine Learning technologies. Machine Learning was made
possible by two major developments:
A. An accelerating speed of computing capacities
B. The enormous amount of information, data gathered (Big Data)
Furthermore, AI developments are heavily supported by the spread of various sensor technologies,
generating all that data that we can build on.
Hereby the most frequent technologies in Artificial Intelligence are presented. Some of these are
connected, or sub-sets of each other. Some are pure technologies, others are closer to application
areas.
Table 1. Key AI technologies
Machine Learning (ML): algorithms and statistical models derived from training
data and used for further analysis. Within that:
Supervised Learning: ML where the input and output data is precisely
labelled, supervised.
Reinforcement Learning: RL is a dynamic ML with feedback loops,
where input and output data are not labelled precisely but the machine
receives feedback while it discovers the proper algorithm.
Deep Learning: DL is a form of Machine Learning, mimicking the
working of a human brain, with artificial neural networks/circuits. It is
applied for very large and unlabelled, unstructured data sets. Often
used for pattern recognition.
Natural Language Technologies: technologies to imitate the use of natural
languages. Within that:
Natural Language Processing (NLP): understanding the structure of
sentences, meaning and intention.
Natural Language Generation (NLG): to generate text that imitates the
way natural language is used, naturally-sounded sentences are
13
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Recognition technologies: until recognition technologies, it was easier for a
computer to calculate the thousandth power of a number than to recognize a
chair on a picture. Recognition technologies work on that. Within that:
Image Recognition: detecting and identifying specific objects in a
picture (or video). Within that: Face Recognition, Body language
recognition, etc.
Speech Recognition: to transcribe human language, with different
speakers, accents, various conditions
Biometrics analysis: an intelligent analysis (with ML) built on recognition
technologies. Identifying and interpreting human physical features and
behaviour.
Recommendation Systems (RS): already widely used technology for
recommending ads, search hits, media services based upon previous usage and
presumed preferences
Virtual Agents: a technology designed to interact with humans (used in customer
services, managers, etc.)
Decision management: as a sub-set of AI technologies, Decision management
include those technologies that help to arrive to the right conclusions and to
understand the "black box" of AI. At a higher level, Decision management also
refers to the role AI plays in a decision making/decision support service.
Algorithmic Game Theory and Computational Mechanism Design: algorithms
built on multiple agents' behaviour, on game theory. Designed to analyse
complex socio-economic systems.
Fuzzy logic: introduced in 1965 by Lotfi Zadeh, fuzzy logic is a special logic that
takes into account not only 1-0 (yes-no) but other values between 0 and 1 as well
- 1/3, 1/2, 4/5, etc. In AI it is used for algorithms building on not just black-andwhite parameters. A typical application is AI in a washing machine, measuring
and adjusting the amount of washing powder needed for cleaning the clothes. It
does not only differentiate "clean" and "dirty" but also values in between.
AI-enhanced/powered hardware and robotics: any "traditional" tools, hardware
and robot that has an integrated AI element.
Source: own compilation

2.5. What are the key application areas of AI?
Artificial Intelligence technologies penetrate all aspects of our lives, businesses and technologies. The
table below gives a short introduction to that.
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Application area/
Technology
Machine Learning
Technologies

Services, business
management, sales
Communication,
filter technologies ,
social media,
personalised
banking and
finance, predicting
costumer
behaviour

Production

Agriculture

Governance

Health

Transport

Smart Home

Lean
management,
optimalisation
of production,
identification of
opportunities

Better
understanding
of production
conditions,
soil,
fertilization,
chemical
treatments,
weather, etc.

Improving
efficiency of
govt. services,
better
understanding
of the citizen

Early diagnosis,
treatment
options, patent
monitoring,
pharmaceutical
development

Autonomous
driving and
transport,
intelligent
drones .
Increasing
security of
transport

Natural Language
Technologies and
Virtual Agents

Automatic
responses,
communication,
predictive writing,
chatbots, Sales VA
Image recognition
for sales

Communication
with workforce

Automated
communication
in public
services

Automated
communication
in the health
services

New personal
identification
systems for IDs,
passports, etc.

Disease
recognition
from images
and behaviour

Marketing
recommendations,
streaming services,
video games
Business
management, ERP

Optimising
supply chains

Recognition
Technologies,
Biometrics

Recommendation
Systems

Decision
management

Fuzzy Logic,
Algorithmic Game
Theory

Workforce
security

Optimising
supply chains

Analysis of business
and economic
environment,
market analysis

AI-powered
hardware and
robotics

Source: own compilation

Plant and
animal
identification
for production
and
prevention

Better
navigation to
the public
services needed
Production
assistance

Early diagnosis
and treatment
options
Understanding
and predicting
complex
socioeconomic
behaviour

Enhanced
manufacturing
production
(Industry 4.1?
5.0? )

AI-powered
medical
technologies,
surgical tools,
AI-based care
tools

Environment

Security

Next generation
of Internet of
Things (IoT)

Aging society
challenges
Care and
support of the
elderly

Calculation of
climate
change trends
determining
key factors

Analysis of
security,
disaster and
terrorism risks

Enhanced
navigation
and comfort

Communication
and Household
VA

Communication
with the elderly,
disabled

--

Crisis/disaster
management
tools

Identification
of
environment
for
autonomous
transport
Enhanced
navigation

Home security,
identification of
household
members and
their
preferences

Mapping
environmental
trends

Identification
of
perpetrators
and victims

Autonomous
driving and
transport
Drones
Analysis of
complex
social
behaviour in
transport
Autonomous
driving and
transport
Intelligent
drones

Next generation
of IoT tools

Better services
at elderly care
centres

--

Better services
at elderly care
centres

Identifying
potential
intervention
opportunities
Scenariobuilding

AI care and
social
companion
robots

Smart, AIenhanced
energy
efficiency and
renewables
tools

Analysing
terrorism,
security
threats
Disaster
management
tools
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2.6. What are the upcoming trends in AI?
There are several technology foresight experts claiming that AI will dominate almost all areas of our
lives. The question is, though, what will be realised within the next 10-15 years from all the science
fiction promises regarding the future relationship of artificial intelligence and humankind. Experts of
the OECD Technology Foresight Forum agreed that we can expect AI to gain ground in various fields,
but mostly as "Applied AI" (AAI), artificial intelligence designed "to accomplish a specific problemsolving or reasoning task". They also coined "Artificial General Intelligence (AGI) whereby machines
would become capable of general intelligent action, like a human being". Most experts warned
though that this may not happen in a realistic time-frame. (OECD(2016))
Many experts agree that the future of AI development for the next 10-15 years will lie in the
convergence process with other science areas: as other on-the-edge science fields take up AI tools,
we can expect a boom in medical sciences, genetics, pharmaceutical research, environmental
research, and also in socio-economic fields, from finance to politics.

2.7. How is AI related to robotics?
AI is about algorithms and learning methods, not about a physical form. But AI can be added to
almost any of our physical tools, machinery, furniture, equipment, so therefore, to robots as well.
Robotics in production (as key components of Industry 4.04), in agriculture and the health sector are
definitively benefitting from AI enhancement. Also, there are AI-enhanced humanoid robots, mostly
used for social care with children and the elderly and in the tourism sector (as airport guides, etc).

2.8. How is AI relevant for the economy and society?
Artificial Intelligence provides knowledge, therefore added value humanity has not had before. It
provides added value for services, for business applications, for the manufacturing industry, for
public services such as health and security. This added value can be commercialised to create
market value. Not only European societies will benefit from the spread of Ai technologies, but also - if
Europe, and within that, the Danube Region can uphold in the global competition for AI R&D&I such products and services can be exported.
There are concerns regarding the effect of AI on employment, whether AI-supported automation
and robotics will eliminate jobs in a volume never seen before. According to a recent survey,
conducted with 3,000 company executives across 14 sectors in ten countries (McKinsey Global
Institute, 2018), the effects of AI on inclusive growth will strongly depend on whether countries will
use AI for i.) various kinds of innovations or ii) simple automation to reduce labour costs.
Furthermore, several countries - including countries of the Danube Region - suffer from shortage in
employment in various sectors, introducing AI solutions would not hamper sustainable growth,
rather contribute to it.

4

Industry 4.0, also called Smart Factory, is a trend in manufacturing, enhancing - and streamlining - the
traditional production methods with automation and the use of information and communication technologies:
robotics, Internet of Things tools, sensors, Big Data applications and - more recently - Artificial Intelligence
solutions.
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caution. We know from history and economics that there is a complex relationship between the
financial sector and the real economy and the dynamic effects they have on each other. AIsupported algorithm-based trading can fasten the process of bubble-generation by leading to
increasing criticality in the real economy, all the more, some argue that autonomous pricing
algorithms that have been becoming the new norm among online vendors are sought to becoming
able to learn how to collude in certain cases by distorting competition and by bringing volatility and
criticality to new levels in the economic system. This is why antitrust agencies are lobbying for
preventing a broad-based AI-usage in the financial sector in the interest of a governable
ecosystem.5

2.9. Who are the key innovators in AI on the global scale?
The global competition is definitively "on" for AI primacy. The biggest actor is the United States, with
such Silicon Valley giants like Apple, Google, Facebook. The key driving force is business but also
governmental forces (mostly in the defence sector). The other key actor in AI development is China,
launching its AI strategy that aims to make China the greatest global AI player by 2030. In case of
China, the role of the state and public funding is the significant driving force behind. Europe is also
on the global AI map, with both public and private actors in AI research and development, with the
predomination of university and research institute actors over business players.

2.10. What is the institutional framework for R&D&I?
R&D and Innovation are created in a complex multi-actor framework, the National Innovation
System (NIS), or on a larger scale as the European Innovation Ecosystem (European Research Area).
The actors include: legislative powers, specific policy and public finance stakeholders, universities
and research institutes, large industrial actors, small and mid-size companies (including spin-offs and
start-ups), intermediaries like innovation agencies, innovation centres and hubs, private financing
actors like business angels and venture capital actors, and, finally, representatives of the civil sector
and social innovation. This "soup" of actors is further seasoned by the international, global aspect of
knowledge and innovation transfer and the pan-European backing behind the institutional and
financial support for R&D&I investments in Europe.
In the over-simplified model of a National Innovation System, the scientific output created by the
basic research actors is further developed, then applied and commercialised by business actors of the
NIS. Due to internationalisation of R&D and innovation, this process does not necessarily stay within
national or continental boundaries.

2.11. How do inventions diffuse?
It is also important to note that not all basic - or even applied - research output gets translated into
business applications, and that a good research output may translate into not one, but many
commercialised solutions. With the spread of a good innovation, more and more companies apply
that into their products and services, and the socio-economical value and use of the invention
5

See: Ezrachi and Stucke (2015) or Calvano et al. (2018). In addition, AI-supported machine learning in credit
markets can aggravate further inequalities in the society.
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uptake of the new, disruptive and pervasive technologies.
3. Graph The pyramid of R&D&I diffusion in society
Specific discoveries, inventions

More developed application areas

Wide uptake and broad societal use
Source: own compilation
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3. Policy and strategic background for AI and the Danube Region
3.1. The European setting for AI
The Digital Single Market (DSM) Strategy for Europe, the key policy document for digitisation of
Europe, formulated in 2015, does not mention Artificial Intelligence. Yet, it is responsible for creating
the main digital and industrial framework needed for the development and spread of AI in the
future. (COM(2015) 192 final)
The DSM aims to:
 Ensure the free movement of goods, services, persons and capital in the digital arena as well,
improve online access of people and businesses in terms of infrastructure but also in terms
of access rights and possibilities.
 To create the proper framework conditions, regulation for the digital society, reinforce
trusts and security, protect personal data.
 To maximise the growth potential of the Digital Economy, with special attention given to
data ownership, cloud services and Big Data developments (which are prerequisites of AI).
On 25 April, 2018 the European Commission issued its AI initiative, embracing Artificial Intelligence
as part of our European life, not just as science fiction.(COM(2018) 237 final)
It refers to the EU's advantages in AI such as:
 The world-class research scene of Europe that is active in AI (as well as in robotics).
 The excellent European industries that are eager to apply AI (transport, healthcare and
manufacturing are highlighted).
 The regulatory framework of the Digital Single Market that provides data protection while
allowing the free flow of data where it is necessary. The DSM also underpins cybersecurity
and connectivity.
 An immense amount of data from the public, the research and the health sector that can be
used for AI.
The AI initiative intend to:
 Further develop the technological and industrial activities and capacities in AI uptake
(R&D&I, data access)
 Support the societal changes (in education and training, in the labour market, etc)
 Formulate the proper ethical and legal framework for AI
The AI initiative invests heavily into the R&D side of AI: in Horizon 2020 alone it plans to spend EUR
1.5 billion by the end of 2020.6 The key application areas identified are: health, connected and
automated driving, agriculture, manufacturing, energy, next generation internet technologies,
security and public administrations (including justice). The Commission also suggests to invest
in robotics and AI-enhanced technologies. The AI strategy also foresees investment in AI R&D
through the European Innovation Council (2.7 billion EUR until 2020) through the Marie

6

Total budget for H2020 research for 2018-2019-2020 is 30 billion EUR.
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Skłodowska-Curie actions and through AI-focused research centres to be established jointly with
Member States.
Regarding societal take-up, the initiative nominates the AI-focused Digital Innovation Hubs
(DIHs) as key actors in facilitating access to AI technologies for the larger public, especially for
SMEs. The EU will also target mobilising private investments into the area: the European Fund
for Strategic Investments, the European Investment Bank and the VentureEU aim to support
European industrial excellence in AI.
The European Commission set up a High-Level Expert Group on Artificial Intelligence (AI HLEG) 7,
composed of 52 experts with various backgrounds (industry, academia, civil society) to work on
strategic advice and policy recommendations in the field of AI (report expected in May 2019).
Parallel to the EC's efforts, the OECD has also set up its own Expert Group on AI in Society 8 to draw
up the principles related to societal use of Artificial Intelligence. The OECD will form its OECD Council
Recommendations based on the work of the Expert Group.
Several European countries have digital strategies that also address Artificial Intelligence. Germany
has declared its AI strategy 9 The strategy addresses the two evident axes of AI development: supply
(R&D) and demand (take-up, application areas) but also pinpoints the need "to develop a European
solution for data-based business models and find new ways of creating value from data that
correspond with our economic, value and social structure." 10 Even certain regions, such as BadenWürttemberg of Germany, decided to formulate their own Artificial Intelligence position.11

3.2. Legal and ethical considerations
The most common concerns for AI development are legal and ethical considerations.
First, Artificial Intelligence builds on learning from data, and collection, storage and management of
that data may be in conflict with our right to privacy. The protection of such data needs even
further emphasis once the use of Artificial Intelligence becomes more common.
Second, with the accelerated development of various recognition algorithms, further sensitive data
can be generated from sources previously not used. Legislation must be ready to tackle that as well.
Third, specific fields such as governance, political views, health, banking and finance shall be given
special attention regarding data collection, access and data sharing regulation, taking into account
the counter-interest of personal privacy versus political and business interests.

7

See: https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/high-level-expert-group-artificial-intelligence
See: http://www.oecd.org/going-digital/ai/oecd-initiatives-on-ai.htm#expert-group
9
See: https://www.bundesregierung.de/breg-en/news/ai-a-brand-for-germany-1551432
10
See: https://ai-europe.eu/exclusive-german-ai-strategy-paper-in-english/
11
See: https://www.digitorial.digital-bw.de/download/20181220_Positionspapier_KI_BW_Kurz_EN.pdf
8
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3.3. The Danube Region
The European Union prepared its first specific strategy for the Danube Region in 2010, realising the
need to address the challenges and opportunities facing the people living along the EU's greatest
river. The Danube Region covers regions both from some Member States of the European Union
(from Germany: Baden-Württemberg and Bayern; all regions from Austria, Slovakia, Czech
Republic, Hungary, Slovenia, Croatia, Romania and Bulgaria)12, and some non-EU countries (all
regions from Serbia, Bosnia-Herzegovina, Montenegro, Moldova and four regions of Ukraine:
Odessa, Ivano-Frankivsk, Chernivtsy and Zakarpatya)13. Since the Danube Region accounts for 115
million inhabitants, it is organically embedded into Europe and there is a mutually dependent
relationship between the performance of the macro-region and that of the European Union in the
age of digital knowledge economies. (COM(2015) 715 final)
The region faces several challenges in the areas of mobility, energy, environment, environmental
risks, socio-economic development and security. The region also has many opportunities, such as its
existing transport and trade links, its solid education system, cultural, ethnic and natural diversity,
renewable energy sources and environmental assets.

3.4. The role of the Danube Region in AI policy and strategy setting
The Danube Region does not need to create its specific regulation: it can rely on the European
legislation principles. The non-EU countries can decide on their level of harmonisation with the EU
acquis. But the Danube Region can work on its own AI-related strategy, defining the key AI-related
areas where public support - funding and other efforts, such as networking, awareness raising, etc would focus. These strategic areas may contain certain AI technologies, where European and
Danube Region R&D&I actors have expertise, but even more importantly, it can focus at application
areas that are crucially important for the socio-economic development of the region.

12
13

For the purposes of this analysis, also called: EU-Danube regions
For the purposes of this analysis, also called: Non-EU Danube regions
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4. Economy and Innovation in the Danube Region
The aim of this section is twofold. First, it gives an overview about the current condition as well as
the strength of the Danube region's innovation ecosystem. Second, it outlines whether the Danube
Region offers a fertile ground in terms of SMEs’ maturity for the wide and efficient use of Artificial
Intelligence.
In our analysis we use quantitative as well as qualitative methods (e.g. Digital Economy and Society
Index, DESI, established by the European Commission; publically available databases such as
Eurostat, World Bank Development Indicators, OECD etc.). 14
This section is structured as follows. First, it gives a comprehensive account on the socio-economic
performance of the Danube region (relying on proxy indicators of innovation such as GDP per capita,
productivity etc.). Second, it presents the industrial milieu of the macro-region relevant for SMEs’
development. Finally, the major prerequisites of ICT and AI development are presented.

14

Methodological Note

This paper aims to support its statements with proper statistical data and analysis. Nevertheless there are
major limits to collect updated, systematic and comparable datasets on the Danube Region. The main
reasons for this are twofold:
1. Except for Germany and Ukraine, all other countries participating in the Danube Regions are participating
with all their regions. In order to present their socio-economic and technological development it would be
enough to gather national statistics. But because Germany and Ukraine are the two biggest countries
related to the Danube Region and they participate only with selected regions, it would be ideal to use the
NUTS-2/regional level data specifically for Baden-Württemberg and Bayern, as well as for Odessa, IvanoFrankivsk, Chernivtsy and Zakarpatya.
But the amount of data collected by Eurostat differs at the NUTS1 (country, national) and NUTS2 (regional)
level. Furthermore, there is no comparable regional data collected for the Ukrainian regions. So the analysis
can either use national level data as a proxy to estimate Germany's and Ukraine's development, or it can
use regional data with several gaps.
2. Out of the non-EU regions, some are candidate countries to the EU (Serbia, Bosnia-Herzegovina,
Montenegro) and some are not (Moldova, Ukraine, both being European Neighbourhood Policy, ENP
countries). The EU member countries have their statistical methodology and data collection fully harmonised
according to Eurostat standards. But that is not the case for non-EU countries.
Even among non-EU countries, for candidate countries the data collection is on its way to harmonisation
with Eurostat methodology while for non-candidate countries this is not the case. So the best and most
detailed data is available for EU-members, some limited data is available for candidate countries, and very
limited comparative data is available for non-candidate non-members. This limits all exercises building on
the comparativeness of datasets.
The bottomline is: our approach is to a.) use national level data when NUTS-2 regional is not available, as
the indication of main socioeconomic trends and b.) use only comparable data and if that is not available
for certain countries, then those countries are left out of the given dataset.
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4.1. The innovation ecosystem in the Danube Region
Before the 2008 financial and economic crisis EU-member Danube regions had hovered around 4%
annual growth rate being somewhat behind that of the level of non-EU Danube regions (Graph 4).
Nonetheless, recovering from the crisis was relatively smoother in case of EU-member Danube
region countries. EU members only approached pre-crisis level by 2017, while non-EU members are
still lagging behind.
4. Graph GDP per capita growth in EU and non-EU Danube regions (annual %)
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5. Graph GDP per capita growth (annual %) in Danube regions
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------In an era of hyper-globalisation, modern economies have to pursue a healthy integration into the
world economy in an effort to foster and maintain international competitiveness via innovations and
smart adaptations of known practices to the local circumstances. This implies that an innovationoriented country requires a government with an improving regulatory quality in supporting the
risk-taking ability of the private sector, especially that of the SMEs.
Graph 6 depicts that there is a great divide among Danube regions in terms of innovativeness and
regulatory quality. Innovativeness relies on how effective is the governance, ultimately on the ability
of the government to formulate and implement sound policies and regulations that permit and
promote private sector development. According to this relationship, there are at least three clusters
of regions:
(i) good performers (i.e. countries showing better regulatory quality and more innovativeness, such
as Germany, Austria and the Czech Republic);
(ii) moderate performers (i.e. hovering around the averages: Slovenia, Hungary, Slovakia, Bulgaria,
Romania, and Croatia); and
(iii) lagging performers (i.e. countries showing poor regulatory quality and less innovativeness such
as Montenegro, Serbia, Moldova, Bosnia and Herzegovina and Ukraine).
6. Graph Regulatory quality and innovativeness of Danube Region countries
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Source: World Bank, Global Innovation Index
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Graph 7 offers a relatively more detailed (but also limited since some regions are not covered) look at
the innovation performance of the Danube regions. According to the Regional Innovation
Scoreboard dataset, 67% of the regions involved could register an improvement in terms of
innovativeness between 2009 and 2017.
Serbia showed one of the most striking improvements compared to other Danube regions analysed
since the innovation performance of Serbian regions approached and even surpassed the levels of
Bulgaria, two Czech regions, that of the Hungarian regions (except the Central Hungarian one),
Romanian as well as Slovakian ones.15 The relative rise of Serbian innovativeness might be surprising,
however, more and more evidence suggest that Serbian companies recognised the central
importance of investing in human capital (intellectual capital) in enhancing competitiveness. 16 The
regions that seem to have not been able to cultivate innovativeness in a more dedicated way by
resulting in big declines were as follows: mostly the German Bayern regions and the predominant
part of Romanian regions.17
7. Graph The development of innovativeness of the Danube regions (relative to the EU, changes
between 2009 and 2017)
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15

For more on the documented improvement of innovation performance in Serbia, see: Cvetanović et al.
(2018).
16
See: Cabrilo et al. (2018).
17
Let us add that the economic structure heavily influences the performance of regions that can be very close
to each other by showing entirely different levels of innovativeness (e.g. one can see this by looking at Austria:
Vienna with its industry-oriented structure and Burgenland coupled with its agriculture-orientation are very
close to each other). See: Czakó et al. (2014).
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Modern theories of competitiveness underlines the importance of innovation poles, i.e. a region (or
a few regions) serving as the main engine of growth. By now it is widely accepted that the regional
concentration of growth is high. Today, one third of the growth of a typical OECD country is given
only by 5% of the regions.18 Therefore the performance of these key regions or potential innovation
poles is of crucial importance.

4.2. Sectoral patterns and labour market
4.2.1. Sectoral decomposition of GDP
The sectoral decomposition of GDP shows the level of development in terms of the share of the
various sectors of the economy in the total performance. (see Graph 8)19 The primary sector agriculture, fisheries and mining - reach 10% of the total economy only in Serbia, Montenegro and
Bosnia and Herzegovina. In all other countries it stays below 10%, being only 1% in Germany and
2% for the EU28 average
8. Graph GDP decomposition by main sectors, 2016
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18

See: OECD.Stats
Primary sector in terms of NACE codes: A - Agriculture, forestry and fishing, B - Mining and quarrying
Secondary sector: C - Manufacturing, D - Electricity, gas, steam and air conditioning supply, E - Water supply;
sewerage; waste managment and remediation activities, F - Construction
Tertiary sector: G - Wholesale and retail trade; repair of motor vehicles and motorcycles, H - Transporting and
storage, I - Accommodation and food service activities, J - Information and communication, K - Financial and
insurance activities, L - Real estate activities, M - Professional, scientific and technical activities, N Administrative and support service activities, O - Public administration and defence; compulsory social security,
P - Education, Q - Human health and social work activities, R - Arts, entertainment and recreation, S - Other
services activities, T - Activities of households as employers; undifferentiated goods - and services - producing
activities of households for own use, U - Activities of extraterritorial organisations and bodies
19
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------The secondary sector - manufacturing, construction, energy and water supply - carry a lot of weight
in these countries, for the exception of Montenegro, all countries have a larger share of secondary
sector in the total GDP composition than the EU28 average (24%). The share of the tertiary sector services - is between 60% and 72%, all below the EU28 average (74%). The region is therefore clearly
characterised by a larger-than EU28 average secondary, and a smaller-than-EU28 average tertiary
sector.
The importance of the manufacturing sector in these economies is even more conspicuous when
presented alone, as share in total GDP (see Graph 9). The EU-28 average is 16%, which is almost
attained by Bosnia and Hercegovina as well as Croatia, and well surpassed by the rest of the
countries except Montenegro.
9. Graph The share of the manufacturing sector in total GDP, gross value added, % (2016)
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10. Graph Share of sub-sector groups within the manufacturing sector, % (2016)
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Looking at the composition of the manufacturing sector20 itself (Graph 10), the specificities of the
region -in comparison with the EU28 main trends - is not that obvious. In the Balkan countries, the
share of traditional light industries is still more significant than elsewhere. The chemical industries
have a share of 17-26% not only in the Danube Region countries but also in the EU28 average. The
metal and machinery industries are most important in Germany (49%), Slovakia (47%), the Czech
Republic (46%) and Hungary (41%) within the total manufacturing sector's contributions to GDP
(EU28 average is only 38%). The share of electric, electronic and optical equipments vary between 3
and 14%, the EU28 average being 10%.
Table 3 presents the top 5 subsectors per country, regarding their contribution to total
manufacturing value added. The table allows for identifying the commonalities even though each
country has a specific manufacturing profile.21
Table 3. Top 5 sub-sectors within manufacturing, %of total manufacturing VA, 2016
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Food and beverages are present in top 5 in each country except for Slovenia (where it takes the 6th
place). Fabricated metal products are also represented in each country's top 5, except for Romania
(7th position). Motor vehicles made top5 in 7 of the 11 countries analysed.
Textile and leather products are in the top5 on 5 occasions, but only in the five countries of the
Balkan peninsula. Machinery is listed 5 times: for Germany, Austria, Hungary, Slovakia and Bulgaria.
Electrical equipments are in top5 for the Czech Republic, Austria, Slovenia and Romania. Rubber and
plastic are also key industries in 4 countries: Czech Republic, Slovakia, Slovenia and Serbia.

20

For this analysis, the traditional light industries include NACE categories 10-18, 31-33. Petroleum, plastics,
chemical and pharma industries cover NACE codes 19-23. Metal and machinery are composed of NACE 24-25
and 28-30. Electric, electronic and optical equipment are NACE 26-27 activities.
21
NACE codes: Food, beverages and tobacco products: 10-12, Textiles, wearing apparel, leather and related
products: 13-15, Wood and cork: 16, Paper: 17, Printing: 18, Coke and refined petroleum products: 19,
Chemicals: 20, Pharmaceuticals: 21, Rubber and plastic: 22, Non-metallic minerals: 23, Basic metals: 24,
Fabricated metal products: 25, Computer, electronic and optical products: 26, Electrical equipment: 27,
Machinery: 28, Motor vehicles: 29, Other transport equipment: 30, Furniture and other manufacturing: 31-32,
Repair and installation: 33
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Based on this, the following lines of manufacturing activities seem to emerge as commonalities
across the Danube Region's economies:
 Local agriculture and related food and beverages production
 Fabricated metal products, machinery, motor vehicles
In addition, rubber and plastics production and textile and leather industry are also in place in
several countries.
Selected other manufacturing areas, like pharmaceuticals, computer, electronic and optical
products, wood and cork industry are not common across all the Danube region but weigh
significantly in the local economies' performance in certain countries.
What is more, there has been a real progress in medium and high-tech industrial activity in most of
the Danube regions as Graph 11. shows.
11. Graph Medium and high-tech Industry (including construction) (% manufacturing value added,
2015)
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Of course the dynamics are different for each country. For instance Croatia quadrupled, while
Moldova doubled their annual industrial value added in the period 2007 and 2017 while others
stayed at a more constant level. The general ameliorating trend can cultivate and industrial system
along the Danube regions being a potential candidate for the effective use of AI related pervasive
technologies.
If one looks onto the dynamics of the change in SMEs’ employment together with the share of
employment in ICT in the period 2008-2014, the followings can be stated: on the one hand, the share
of employment in ICT seems to be high in the centrum of the Czech Republic and in most Romanian
regions; on the other hand, most of the regions mentioned together with Bavaria, Frankfurt,
29
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Bucharest could only produce nothing but an average inclusive growth of SMEs (i.e. in terms of
employment) (Graph 12). This trend is in line with recent insight saying that SMEs have been
shrinking in attracting ICT-experts while larger companies are dominating in this respect. 22
12. Graph Annual change of SME employment 2008-2014 crossed with the share of employment in
the ICT sector, 2014

Source: ESPON.

High quality of education, a stimulating business and regulatory environment (good governance)
influence the talent pool. In an effort to reflect upon the talent-endowment, as a necessary source of
SME development, we shortly look at the absolute change in creative workers in the regions (Graph
13). Albeit the bases are of paramount importance (Graph 14), the biggest increases were registered
primarily in Bulgarian regions (coupled with the greatest decline as well) as well as in Germany and
Austria.

22

This is part of a broader phenomenon in Europe along which the large companies have become dominating
(in terms of employment as well) and the middle sector has been hollowing out (Gopinath et al. (2017) for
instance illustrates that capital is no longer going to innovative SMEs but large companies being not so
innovative but having higher net worth.
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------13. Graph Absolute change in creative workforce
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14. Graph Employment in creative sectors in Austrian, Bulgarian and German Danube regions
(employed persons x 1000)
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4.2.3. Labour market
Labour shortage is one of the main challenges for the industries of the Danube Region. By
intentionally omitting the case of Ukraine (due to the military conflict with Russia), one can report
that active labour force of Danube regions has been mostly declining not only because of
demographic aging but also because of emigration (regions where labour force could increase were
as follows: Austria, Czech Republic, Hungary, and Slovakia; while labour force has been conspicuously
declining in case of Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia, Moldova, Romania, and Serbia).
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Except for Germany and Austria, several countries of the Danube Region are net talent exporters.
Among others, Hungary was considered as net talent exporter in the IMD World Talent Ranking 2018
(IMD, 2018), as a corollary, the intensifying shortage of (skilled) labour force results in a growing
dependence of households on remittances. In case of Hungary, by 2017, personal remittances
received in percentage of GDP, taken from World Bank Development Indicators, has been doubled by
exceeding 3% since 2010.
Unarguably, AI based development requires better and higher skilled people and talents that are
open and creative enough to apply various forms of AI-based solutions in their daily routines at work
(and even at home).
As far as the capability of a country to breed, attract, preserve and develop talent is concerned, by
using our earlier classification of Danube macroregions, available evidence suggests that only Austria
(+2) and Slovenia (+9) were able to climb up a little bit in the talent ranking of 63 countries
developed by the IMD in the period 2014-2018. Declines with a differing volume were registrable in
the rest of the Danube macroregions listed in the ranking. The biggest improvement was seen in
Slovenia (from its 39th position to the 30th place by 2018), while Slovakia (from 43rd position to
59th) and Ukraine (from 33rd place to 48th) suffered from the greatest declines.
One can conclude that Central and Eastern European EU member Danube regions have been being
mainly talent exporters in the respected period. Hungary has been, all the more, showing the
characteristic of a net talent exporter (e.g. it was 54th (!) in the 2017 ranking).
One of the central moot points of recent studies on technology developments: AI, Industry 4.0 and
Digital Economy is whether the digitalisation of the economy will end up with a non-inclusive
growth trajectory which is at first not quite conducive to healthy socio-economic development
unless people, that are to be replaced by automation and robotisation, can be absorbed easily and
rapidly elsewhere. This is not exactly the case due to the more radical impacts of the current
industrial revolution (Kovács, 2018).
This is why the longer trend in industrial employment is of paramount importance. Up until 20132014, downward trends have been dominating in all Danube regions. Since 2013-2014, Bosnia and
Herzegovina and Slovenia showed some sort of rehabilitation by reflecting a rise in industrial
employment. It nourishes the message that industrial development still has great potentials either in
lagging performers or in moderate performers in accordance with the principle of pursuing inclusive
growth.
The highest industrial employment rate (almost 40% within the total employment) appears to be in
the Czech Republic, categorised earlier as surpassing performer in terms of innovativeness and
regulatory quality (Graph 15).23 Germany and Austria were also in this group, however, with slightly
shrinking rates, they represent a lower level (approx. 30%) by potentially implying a more matured
automation and robotisation sentiment and application throughout the industry.

23

According to available statistics, Croatia and the Czech Republic have the highest share of firms that are
spending on research and development (22.3 and 21, respectively).
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------15. Graph Industrial employment (2000-2017)
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4.3. The role of SMEs in innovation in the Danube Region
The SME-development potential of a Danube Region can be approached by exploring whether the
enterprises can become embedded into the competitiveness landscape, i.e. what does the 3-years
survival rate tell us about their vitality (Graph 16.)24.
A lower level of survival rate can mean at least two things. First, it may reflect fiercer competitions
leading to a more conspicuous erosion of enterprises, this might be the case typically in well-known
growth poles of the regions considered (e.g. Közép-Magyarország in Hungary because of Budapest;
Wien in Austria). Second, it may represent a less effective innovation ecosystem being not so
conducive to enterprise development (e.g. regional disparities are high, low level of talented
workforce, high bureaucratic costs, less developed financial sector etc.). This latter is the case in
falling regions like Severozápad in the Czech Republic.25
In addition, a common pattern emerges when one takes a look into the inclusive growth of the firms
in the Danube region (regions to them data are available): those firms that are surviving the first 3
years are more likely to employ 20-30 persons on average (except the region StředníČechy as well as
Bratislavskýkraj where that number is above 80 and 100, respectfully). 26

24

Although this includes not only SMEs, the survival rate focuses at the first 3 years of a firm's lifetime
therefore catches in this picture mostly the SMEs
25
See more on this: Tvrdon and Skokan (2011).
26
Data stem from Eurostat databases for the average size of three-year old enterprises in case of Industry,
construction and services except insurance activities of holding companies: number of persons employed in the
reference period (t) among enterprises newly born in t-3 having survived to t divided by the number of
enterprises in t newly born in t-3 having survived to t – number.
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16. Graph Survival rate of enterprises in Danube regions (2016)
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Note: Survival rate 3: number of enterprises in the reference period (t) newly born in t-3 having survived to t divided by the
number of enterprise births in t-3 – percentage. The availability of data is rather limited.
Source: Eurostat.

Bearing in mind that what competing globally is always the microsphere (companies), the following
insights can be juxtaposed based on available literature (being relevant for our topic). First, financing
innovation is often cumbersome for SMEs, and the financial instruments available differ basically in
relative to the SMEs’ level of innovativeness (i.e. presumably, short or longer term financial
resources are not necessarily available at the same volume for surpassing performers of Germany or
the moderate performers of Hungary).27
Second, while SMEs are more likely to suffer from restricted personnel capacities and less time as
well as willingness to initiate and realise higher-risk innovation ideas;28 optimising new product
management (or the service provision) by applying new technologies (e.g. AI, machine learning, or
more cheaper technologies making the production process smarter like Micro-Electro-Mechanical
Systems etc.) together with practices mitigating the shortage of labour (e.g. Telepresence
robotics,29investing in knowledge management30) has started to gain traction.31

27

This was documented in case of German SMEs by Hummel et al. (2013).
See: Laforet and Tann (2006).
29
Shortage of labour can be to a large extent eliminated by applying new technologies making the firm (SMEs)
capable of reaching out talented high-skilled workers remotely (e.g. even in case of expatriated workers).
Telepresence robotics helps the remote worker by providing a virtual presence, or telepresence, in the ofﬁce,
see the Austrian case by Beno (2018).
30
This seems to be the case in more and more Danube macroregions. For instance, Uzelac et al. (2018)
presented it in case of Serbia, Biloslavo et al. (2018) documented it in Bosnian SMEs.
31
The adaptation of the German State-Gate systems proved to be a great helper in improving production
processes in SMEs, see: Leithold et al. (2015).
28
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Third, location effect can be corpulent in the sense that SMEs can perform better by being closer to
large innovative companies often concentrating spatially. It implies at least two things, (i) large
companies are more likely to have the necessary resources to take more risky innovations and SMEs
can collaborate with them in various ways by boasting the diffusion of ICT and Industry 4.0
technologies as well; and (ii) large companies are concentrating in areas showing relatively higher
regulatory quality (i.e. where the performance of the public administration system proved to be
better compared to other regions).32
And last but not at all least, the demand side of innovation is also to be taken into account, looking
at the public sector innovation demand in the Danube Region countries.
Unfortunately, available data are rather limited, what one can observe is that SMEs’ activity in terms
of pursuing and realising product or process innovations is differing across the board (Graph 17).
17. Graph SMEs introducing product or process innovations within the technology field of
industrial manufacturing (2014)

Note: the darker the colour of the region, the higher is the rate of SMEs initiating product or process innovations. The
lowest rate is between 0.13 and 0.31, while the highest one is in the range of 0.59 and 0.90.
Source: European Cluster Collaboration Platform.

Another equally important aspect is whether there are companies becoming ‘stars’ with respect to
adaptation and utilisation of emerging industries relevant for AI development (Graph 18). In this
respect, there is a great divide between EU-member Danube regions and non-EU Danube regions.

32

In case of the Czech Republic, see: Sucháček et al. (2017).
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------18. Graph Hotspots - Cross-Sectoral Clusters / Emerging Industries

Note: It captures the total number of stars in a region where stars are defined for the ten Cross-Sectoral Clusters /
Emerging Industries all being relevant for AI development (Advanced packaging, Biopharmaceuticals, Blue Growth
Industries, Creative Industries, Digital-based Industries, Environmental Industries, Experience Industries, Logistical
Services, and Medical devices).
Source: European Cluster Collaboration Platform.

4.4. Maturity for AI in the Danube Region
Danube regions can be to a certain degree evaluated with a view to their maturity for AI. We look at
three aspects of that maturity:
a.) Internet access penetration in the Danube Region,
b.) the total Digital Economy and Society Index (DESI) values for the DR, and
c.) the integration of technologies pillar of the DESI in specific, together with AI technology adoption
level in the Digital Transformation Scoreboard.
As far as the access to Internet is concerned (see Graph 19), Austria and Germany have the broadest
access to Internet, the Czech Republic, Slovenia, Slovakia and Hungary still have a salient but
moderated level of access, while the rest of the Danube regions are lagging behind despite the
growing tendency. Of course, Internet access per se is not a panacea (i.e. digital literacy of the
workforce does also matter together with the function the Internet is used for 33).

33

In case of Moldova, Internet has been more and more used to get contact with workers/relatives and not to
support business development toward e-businesses. See: ICEG EC (2015).
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------19. Graph Internet access in Danube regions
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In the next step, we look at the Digital Economy and Society Index (DESI) developed by the European
Commission. DESI is a composite index designed to measure the digital development of the EU. 34
DESI has 5 pillars: i) connectivity, ii) human capital/digital skills, iii) use of internet services by citizens,
iv) integration of digital technology by businesses, v) digital public services.
Graph 20 shows that in the composite index Germany and Austria (no regional data available) are
above the EU28 average, but other EU-member Danube Region countries are below. Only EU
member states are surveyed in DESI and there are no good proxy for such aspects in case of non-EU
member state Danube regions.

34

For more details see: https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/desi
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------20. Graph The Digital Economy and Society Index (DESI) 2018
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The integration of digital technologies pillar (Graph 21) of DESI can be regarded as a proxy for
getting a picture about machine to machine communication, Internet of things as well (IoT). In this
respect, Slovenia outperformed even that of Germany and Austria. Awareness over the everincreasing importance of Internet of Things has been rising even in poorly performing regions. For
example, Ukraine launched its first IoT laboratory in mid 2017 35. Nevertheless, recent studies pointed
out that the demand pulled development of IoT faces challenges such as economic, financial, security
and privacy concerns (Tick – Vinnai, 2016), especially in less developed regions.
21. Graph The integration of digital technologies pillar of DESI, 2018
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35

See: https://kpi.ua/en/node/14676 Accessed on: 27.01.2019.
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------The Digital Transformation Scoreboard36 focuses at specific technologies and their uptake in policies
and selected sectors. In 2018, construction and the food industry were in focus and 9 technologies
were surveyed: social media, mobile services, cloud technologies, internet of things, cybersecurity
solutions, robotics and automated machinery, big data and analytics, 3D printing and artificial
intelligence. The European-wide survey found that adoption of AI technologies are most
characteristic of large firms, above 250 employees (20% of them introduced AI technologies). For
firms between 10 and 250 employees, the rate is up to 9%, and only 4% for companies with less than
10 employees. Furthermore, it was found that AI is more likely to be adopted by younger firms (22%
for firms aged 3-5 years). Although this data is not specific to the Danube Region, based on its
development level we can presume that the Danube Region falls somewhat below the European
average in this aspect as well.
This also means that there is a room for growth in the SME sector in terms of AI adoption. 90% of
those firms that had already introduced AI stated that digital technologies have clearly generated
positive outcomes.
The reason for AI adoption for those firms that ventured with it were mainly: deploying new
products, being more competitive and engaging with customers. The business functions most
affected by AI introduction were project management, technology prototyping and customer
relations.37
Regarding the maturity for AI adoption we can conclude that in terms of basic infrastructure, the less
developed countries of the Danube region are catching up fast with the class leaders. But when it
comes to adoption of technologies, use of internet services, digital public services, integration of
digital technologies, most countries of the DR - except for Austria and Germany - lag behind the
EU28 average.
There also seems to be a difference in adoption of digital technologies, especially AI in terms of
firms size. Larger firms have already made the move on integrating this technology, while less than
10% of SMEs have introduced any AI solutions in their production.

36

See: https://ec.europa.eu/growth/tools-databases/dem/monitor/scoreboard
See: Digital Transformation Scoreboard 2018. Available: https://ec.europa.eu/growth/toolsdatabases/dem/monitor/sites/default/files/Digital%20Transformation%20Scoreboard%202018_0.pdf p. 50-51
Accessed on: 27.01.2019.
37
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5. AI- related R&D&I in the Danube Region
5.1. AI -related public R&D
The European Union invests heavily into research, development and innovation. One of the key
mechanisms for that are the Research Framework Programs (FPs), the current one named
Horizon2020, running from 2014 to 2020.38 The Community Research and Development Information
Service - CORDIS database39 contains the research projects financed from the of the EU. In this
section we look at the AI-related projects funded under Horizon2020. Although it is possible to
analyse AI-related projects from earlier FPs as well, due to the fast changing nature of the topic, we
focus on H2020.
Information Communication Technologies are covered mostly under an explicit branch, titled 'ICT'
(ICT-01,...-41) Besides that, other branches also include ICT-related, or more specifically, AI-related
calls. These are:

FETFLAG-02,-03 FET Flagship on Quantum Technologies

FETHPC-01,-02,-03 Flagship on High Performance Computing

FETOPEN-01,-02,-03 -04 Open research and innovation actions (not only ICT-specific!)

FETPROACT-01,-02,-03 Boosting innovative technologies (not only ICT-specific!)

FoF-01,-14 Factory of the Future (not only ICT-specific!)

IoT-01,-02,-03 Internet of Things
According to the CORDIS database, the following number of projects have been awarded until now:
Table 4. Number of ICT- related projects in H2020 by Jan 2019
Call type
Number of projects
ICT
1000
FET
278
FOF
117
IoT
15
Total:
1408
CORDIS, own calculation

Although not all partners are known to all projects, but the name and the host country of the
coordinator is available for all 1408 projects. From the coordinator's location we can extrapolate the
scientific weight of each country within the ICT-related topics of the H2020 arena 40. Examining the
1408 projects, Spain (237), Germany (174), Italy (155) the United Kingdom (154) and France (111) are
the countries with the most coordinated projects.

38

For more details, see: https://ec.europa.eu/programmes/horizon2020/en
https://cordis.europa.eu/projects/en
40
This does not necessarily mean that these countries take home most of the European research budget. The
projects have very different budgets (with EC contributions from EUR 50 000 to 10 million), not all the project
budget goes to the coordinator, and we do not have details on the specific consortia agreements among the
partners. Yet, the coordination the H2020 projects shows the capacity to navigate in the European Research
Area and the capacity to draw public funding to the research activities.
39
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Separating the countries of the Danube Region (as regional data is not available), we can see that
only 262 projects are coordinated by Danube Region countries, and of that, 174 belongs to
Germany, which is only partially a DR-country. Out of the Non-EU DR countries, Serbian research
actors were able to take 2 projects as coordinators. 4142
Table 5. DR-coordinated ICT- related projects in H2020 by Jan 2019
Country
ICT-related H2020 project coordinated
DE
174
AT
53
HU
11
SI
11
CZ
7
SK
3
RS
2
RO
1
DR
262
CORDIS, own calculation

The population size of EU28 is almost 513 million people. The population of the EU countries in the
Danube Region is just above 150 million,43 roughly 30% of EU-28. Yet, out of all the 1408 H2020
projects related to ICT R&D, only 262 were coordinated by a DR country, representing 18%.44
Therefore the representation of DR countries as ICT-related H2020 coordinators is clearly below
their share in EU-28 population. (Graph 22)
22. Graph Share of the DR in coordination of ICT-related H2020 projects and in population
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41

The non-EU countries of the Danube Region are all associated countries to the Horizon2020 programme,
eligible for funding. "As of 01 January 2017, the following countries are associated to Horizon 2020: Iceland,
Norway, Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, Montenegro, Serbia,
Turkey, Israel, Moldova, Switzerland, Faroe Islands, Ukraine, Tunisia, Georgia, Armenia
42
http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/h2020/grants_manual/hi/3cpart/h2020-hi-list-ac_en.pdf
43
Data from Eurostat as of 1 January 2018.
44
For technical reasons we do not calculate with the population size of all the associated countries. If we did,
the ratio would be even lower. ". Of the associated countries, Switzerland and Norway are key actors, taking
27 and 31 projects coordinated, respectively. The DR-associated countries are not large players in H2020,
neither are the other non-Danube countries apart from CH and NO.
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------We can also search the CORDIS database according to specific keywords and themes. We searched
the total database of projects for the keyword 'artificial intelligence' and found 271 entries. These
are all projects related to AI45, although many of them coming from a different domain - health,
pharmaceutical, environmental research, etc.
The biggest players in a coordinator's role are the same 5 countries, as in case of the ICT-related
topics: Spain (53), Italy (29) United Kingdom (28), Germany (25), France (15). Out of the 271 projects,
only 40 are coordinated by a DR-country, and 25 of those are from Germany.
Table 6. DR-coordinated AI- related projects in H2020 by Jan 2019
Country
AI-related H2020 projects coordinated
DE
AT
CZ
SI
RO
BG
RS
Total

25
4
4
3
2
1
1
40

CORDIS, own calculation

23. Graph Share of the DR in coordination of ICT-related H2020 projects and in population
AI-related H2020 projects coordinated by DR
countries
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As Graph 23 demonstrates, the share of Danube Region countries is even smaller in case of AIrelated H2020 projects, than in case of ICT-related ones, if we take into account their population
ration compared to EU28. These trends are not unique to ICTs or AI. The Eastern member states of
the EU have a trend in general to underperform in the Framework Programmes, 46and the Danube
Region is composed of several Eastern member states joining the EU only in 2004, 2007 or in 2013.
Of the 271 AI-related H2020 projects, 62 were under the "SME instrument" category. SME
instrument projects support the market innovation process of SMEs, supporting the R&D&I costs
45

Many proposals use 'AI' only as a buzzword, but the successful projects, where the EC granted financial
support, went through a serious evaluation process and we are not questioning their AI-focus.
46
For example the In-depth Interim Evaluation on Horizon2020, https://publications.europa.eu/en/publicationdetail/-/publication/33dc9472-d8c9-11e8-afb3-01aa75ed71a1/language-en p 64-65.
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------relatively high for SMEs. These project are not grouped according to topics, the research themes
range from genetics research tools to robotic scanners, from animal feeding equipment to a baby
monitoring system. The rest of the projects were evenly distributed among ICT, FET, FoF categories,
as well as MCSA (Marie Skłodowska-Curie actions, targeting academic research) and some other,
smaller categories.
Looking at the titles of the projects (Graph 24) the following key words can be identified as the most
common topics within the titles:
24. Graph Share of the DR in coordination of ICT-related H2020 projects and in population

CORDIS, own calculation, TagCrowd visualisation

In conclusion, it is clear that the Danube Region is under-represented in AI-related research
coordination within the H2020 program. If the calculations were further refined and the AI-related
coordination were divided within the area of Germany according to regions, it would be even more
striking to see how much lower the share of DR-coordinated AI-related projects are compared to
population statistics. Further analysis can determine more specific areas to develop but suffice to
say, targeted measures for supporting AI-related R&D&I within the Danube Region should start
with appropriate initiatives to stimulate the participation in, and coordination of AI-related
framework projects.

5.2. AI-related case stories from Europe /Danube Region
In this section, we present some of the already existing AI-related projects in the Danube Region.
The selection is not comprehensive, only a showcase of the potential of AI originating from the
Danube Region area.47
5Analytics: a start-up in Köngen, Baden-Württemberg, working with AI-enhanced Industry 4.0
solutions. Their specialty is to deploy AI solutions in a very fast timeframe, seamlessly communicating
with the already existing software and technological background of companies.

47

Links to the websites of the companies are provided in the References.
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------BioSense Institute Digital Farm: Smart agriculture has been gaining momentum in Serbia. One of the
prime examples of such development is the establishment of digital farms with the help of the
BioSense Institute. Digital Farms in Serbia have become equipped with a wide spectrum of digital
technologies (sensors etc.) coupled with AI-support (platform Weaver, a smart chat bot that
eliminates language barriers among business partners and customers by making communication
smoother and reliable and by putting Serbia on the international map)48 in the interest of a shift
toward modern organic production, fruit growing, viticulture etc. These technologies enable us to
monitor, and thus to learn constantly to advance and rapidly adapt to changed circumstances by
leading to increased efficiency and profitability.
BrightAdvise is an Odessa-based group of experts offering legal advice covering 17 countries
combining real lawyers' work with artificial intelligence. There are 539 lawyers worldwide, who
participate in their network, but parallel to their personal expertise, almost 5000 specific cases serve
as a basis for the AI component's work. Evidently serving a large diaspora of Ukrainians, the service is
available globally, on-line, to people who otherwise may not would or could turn to a legal
representative.
Connecto.ai: The conversational marketing start-up Connecto.ai was founded in 2016 by Bulgarian
engineers, programmers and entrepreneurs. Their work started by creating chatbots for Facebook
Messenger and Viber, after those opened up their platforms for developers. The chatbots are AIpowered conversational interfaces to connect businesses with customers. Today, they have
specialised solutions for various industries: FMCG, Taxi, Banking, Telecom and ECommerce. In 2018,
the start-up was bought up by Leanplum, a global mobile marketing platform company.
Daktilograf is a voice-recognition system with algorithms specialising in South-Slavic languages
(Serbian, Croatian, Montenegrin, Bosnian). With a special methodology that does not only follow
traditional AI solutions, their service allows for clear understanding of various dialects and speaking
areas. The application for Russian, Polish, Bulgarian, Slovenian, Macedonian, Czech languages is
under development currently. The targeted users are media and news agencies, courts, assemblies,
other public administration bodies and all other institutions or companies that have a daily need for
text writing based on speech. The company comes from Bosnia-Herzegovina.
Decissio is a fintech solution, supporting investment decisions, backed by blockchain-based audit
systems. The Prague-based company offers consolidated data, streamlined decision-making process,
artificial intelligence insights, blockchain powered audit trails and reporting.
EVA: EVA is a voice-controlled eyewear for visually impaired. The AI identifies objects, texts, signs
and verbally describes those to the user. EVA can read out loudly text, recognise objects, offer GPSbased navigation, receive and send text messages, emails, manage phone calls, surf the web. The
products look like trendy glasses/sunglasses, with built-in camera, microphone and can be fitted with
prescription lenses. The team behind EVA is Budapest-based, composed of Hungarian experts is
various fields.

48

Keep in mind that the Serbian (being a Slavic language) show significant linguistic and cultural differences
from English. See: https://www.effectivelanguagelearning.com/language-guide/language-difficulty Accessed
on: 12.02.2019.
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------EventRegistry, a successful Slovenian AI application co-funded with European research grants,
provides media monitoring and media intelligence services. They collect and analyse more than 30
thousand news sources worldwide, in over 30 languages. The content can be filtered by keywords,
entities, sources, categories and locations. The AI algorithm helps to find out what happened, when,
where and with whom involved. EventRegistry's clients include global companies and organisations
such as the IMF and the London Stock Exchange.
Gideon Brothers: Gideon Brothers, based in Croatia and founded by Croatian AI and robotics experts,
worked on AI-enhanced robotics that are in line with pursuing a more inclusive growth for bettering
the life of people. According to their philosophy, robots do not trigger huge displacements, they
expand what people are able to accomplish. Gideon develops a robot autonomy that layers deep
learning on top of camera-based perception which creates a new type of robot vision that is as
reliable but 10x cheaper than LIDAR and (unlike LIDAR) data-rich. The combination of hardware and
software carries the capacity to convert a wide variety of industrial machines and vehicles into
autonomous mobile robots that are safe in dynamic, people-filled spaces. See more:
https://www.gideonbros.ai/
Mon Style: this Austrian algorithm targets the fashion industry and sales: it offers automated and
scalable personalization solutions by introducing a virtual shopping assistant that is not only
communicates automatically with the customers, as chatbots do, but also suggests style choices
tailored for the individual, based on product detection and classification image recognition
algorithms, advanced multi-modal search and deep learning technologies.
Neuron Soundware: it is a Czech-founded company now with London headquarters, using AI
algorithms for sound identification, more specifically, for identifying broken engines and detecting a
diagnosis. The technology can be used in cars, other transport vehicles but also in Industry 4.0
technologies.
Onlim developes AI-based, state-of-the-art chatbots and voice assistants for customer service,
marketing and sales. They operate in various industries, from education to tourism, from the energy
sector to the sports industry. The voice-based chatbots are supported by various social media
management services. The Austrian company is a spin-off of the University of Innsbruck.
Sinetiq: the company founded by a team of Hungarian experts from the fields of economics,
sociology, marketing, IT and AI developed a tool to analyse the emotional content of marketing
messages, mainly online and TV ads. Sinetiq helps to optimise the ads from the viewers' and the
impact's point of view. There are more than 3000 ads they have already analysed and based upon
that, they can offer valuable advice on marketing challenges such as what type of character will sell
better a painkiller or a car, and which version of the ad draws in the most customers.
Smartan AI is the product of Romanian, Moldovan and Russian experts, offering media analystics
different to those of the global players. Smartan AI offers real time dashboards customized for digital
publishers, segments article performance by authors, sections, tags, and referrers. Furthermore, with
AI algorithms, it provides strong suggestions on how to use the unique metrics.
Terraloupe is a Munich-based company working in the fields of aerial imagery and recognition. They
develop algorithms and deep learning solutions for roads, buildings, vegetation and infrastructure
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tourism and security sectors.
Transmetrics: it is an AI-based solution to stop shipping air instead of cargo, in other words: to find
the optimal shipping and transport solutions with the help of AI. First, they take and clean a large
data set of previous cargo shipments, then prepare future forecasts and finally, optimise that with AI
support. The company, founded in 2013 in Bulgaria, already received significant appreciations:
Business Insider listed Transmetrics among the top 5 startups to watch in “AI for Supply Chain
Management".
TREVOR AI: The time-management solution was developed by a Bulgarian expert. TREVOR offers
complex time-management tools from tasks lists, priorisation matrix, progress tracking but all with
the support of an AI system. Taking one step forward from the usual, well-known time management
apps, the AI in TREVOR analyses the energy level of the user throughout the day, helps to schedule
the most important tasks to the best time slots, and offers tools to build a good work-life balance.
TREVOR is supported by the Founder Institute.
Turbine: Turbine is a spin-off company set-up by specialists working at Semmelweis University,
Budapest and academics in the fields of bioinformatics, network medicine, cloud technologies and
artificial intelligence. Turbine is a precious tool in cancer research. Using laboratory trial and error
data as input, the AI of Turbine models how cancer works on the molecular level and tests millions of
potential drugs on a daily level. Turbine aims to support the quest for cancer drugs in a new way
compared to the traditional pharmaceutical solutions.
TypingDNA focuses at identification - but not based on classical biometrics, rather on the typing
technique of individuals. Based in Oradea, Romania, the company offers AI-based typing
authentication to be used in various sectors from financial services to education. It is a useful
identification option in circumstances where no specific tools for reading biometrics are available or
the users may not have their phones with them. Typing habits are very specific and hard to change,
and can serve as one of the two compulsory identification methods that the new European
regulation Payment Services Directive (PSD2) intends to command.
Uponsmart is a smart surveillance company based in Transylvania, Romania, developing its own AIbased solutions. They offer services for industrial cold froze and refrigerators, including monitoring
HACCP regulations and other parameters. For other industrial areas they monitor and suggest
climatisation options, in order to save energy and offer the best environment for the given work
tasks and work force. Their AI-enhanced technology is supplemented by "traditional" Industry 4.0
solutions.
WorkHeld is an Austrian company offering communication for production, assembly and service
within the factories based on voice assistants rather than typing. The idea behind is that mechanics,
technicians can communicate more efficiently and more timely via voice than typing, because this
allows for multitasking (e.g. to document the actions while doing them, retrieve documents while
solving a problem, etc.)
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6. Perspectives for AI-supported economic development in the Danube
Region
Our rudimentary overview of the Danube Region pinpoints at least three things:
1.) Danube regions are rather heterogeneous and the socio-economic innovation ecosystem’s
performance must be analysed holistically by taking into account the demand side as well; still,
2.) based on the status of the innovation ecosystems, there is a perceptible potential for a
(uniformly not strength) AI development in the regions; and
3.) that kind of development path is not without challenges.
AI seems to be unavoidable in the life of SMEs in the Danube Region. A more serious application of AI
can be considered as a curse and as a blessing at the same time from the point of view of SMEs’ data.
One the one hand, AI allows hackers/attackers to identify computer vulnerabilities in a substantially
more effective way, furthermore, it might offer a wider range of opportunities in launching
automated attacks. One the other hand, for legal and law-abiding actors in the innovation
ecosystem, AI serves as an effective tool for managing automated defence, more accurate detection
of unknown computer vulnerabilities, and can also reduce human labour shortages by replacing
many workers who would otherwise be responsible for cyber security at the given company.
With the more vital use of AI, Danube regions can also profit from its usage particularly in increasing
the effectiveness of the general fight against cyber-attacks / cyber-terrorism and in achieving a
higher level of data security; and, through these, to achieve a higher level of confidence in the
diffusion of Industry 4.0 technologies.
The development of Industry 4.0 technologies (including AI) depends a lot on governmental policies
designed to initiate sustainable changes that are politically feasible and socially acceptable (inclusivefeatured enough).
The areas to give special attention to when formulating development measures:
1.) In terms of AI-related R&D&I, special assistance programmes are to be designed, in order to
support the higher participation and higher level of coordination within the European research
framework programmes. Such assistive programs have been conducted before, a proper policy
analysis shall help identifying the practices to follow and learn and the mistakes not to repeat.
2.) The innovative AI applications originating from the region show that there is significant potential
in innovators, SMEs and spin-offs to create AI solutions that are viable on the European/global scale.
These innovation can be supported by a proper innovation hub ecosystem and sufficient business
angel /venture capital activities.
3.) Technology-intensive sectors can receive special support to introduce new AI-based solutions and
carry out product- or process innovation within their boundaries. Those sectors within the
manufacturing industry are:
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- computers, optical products, electronic equipment,
- machinery,
- motor vehicles
Within the services sector, special attention can be given to
- education
- health services
- creative and media industries
- Information technologies
- tourism
4.) AI -uptake should be supported in general among the SMEs of the region, at the appropriate
levels. The potential of AI technologies is to transform any existing technology, means and method of
production and consumption of goods and services. Companies and citizens of the Danube Region
can only win with the AI-enhanced economy that builds on its innovativeness and specific location.
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Links to the case studies:
https://5analytics.com/
https://biosens.rs
https://brightadvise.com
http://connecto.ai
https://daktilograf.me/
https://decissio.com
https://www.eva.vision/
http://eventregistry.org/
https://www.gideonbros.ai
https://monstyle.io/
https://www.neuronsw.com/
https://onlim.com/en/
https://synetiq.net/
https://www.smartan.ai/
http://www.terraloupe.com/
http://transmetrics.eu/
https://www.trevorai.com/
https://turbine.ai/
https://www.typingdna.com/
https://uponsmart.eu/
https://www.workheld.com/
http://centraleuropeanstartupawards.com
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